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Acute Effects of Assisted Cycling Therapy on Post-Stroke Motor Function: A Pilot Study
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Background. Stroke is the most common cause of long-term disability in the United States (US). Assisted Cycling Therapy (ACT) at cadences of about 80 rpm has been associated with improvements in motor and clinical function in other clinical populations. The acute effects of ACT on motor function of persons with stroke have not been investigated. Objectives. The primary purpose of this cross-over trial was to compare the effects of ACT, voluntary cycling (VC), and no cycling (NC) on upper (Box and Blocks Test) and lower extremity motor function (Lower Extremity Motor Coordination Test) in adults with chronic stroke (age: 60 ± 16 years; months since stroke: 96 ± 85). The secondary purpose was to examine average cycling cadence and ratings of perceived exertion as predictors of change in motor function following the exercise session. Methods. Twenty-two participants (female = 6, male = 16) completed one 20-min session each of ACT (mean cadence = 79.5 rpm, VC (mean cadence = 51.5 rpm), and NC on separate days in quasi-counterbalanced fashion). Results. Main effects of intervention did not differ between ACT and VC. Within-intervention analyses revealed significant (p < 0.05) pre- to posttest changes in all outcome measures for ACT but only in the Lower Extremity Motor Coordination Test on the non-paretic side for VC. Trend analyses revealed a positive relationship between average ACT cadences and improvements in upper and lower extremity motor function (p < 0.05). A positive relationship between average VC cadences and lower extremity function was also revealed (p < 0.05). Conclusion. ACT and VC produced similar acute improvements in paretic and non-paretic lower extremity motor function whereas changes in upper extremity motor function were more limited. Faster cycling cadences seem to be associated with greater acute effects.

1. Introduction

Post-stroke neuromotor deficits are the leading cause of long-term disability in adults [1]. Arousal of the cortical and subcortical motor areas is a primary mechanism in the recovery of motor function during neurorehabilitation [2]. Exercise is a therapeutic modality which can activate these areas and stimulate the upregulation of trophic and growth factor cascades that ultimately facilitate neuroplasticity and motor recovery [2–5]. Acute effects of exercise can sometimes indicate the efficacy of an exercise intervention. For instance, greater normalized motor evoked potentials have been found following mechanical stimulation of the hand with 25 Hz compared to 10 Hz and the effects of the 25 Hz stimulation appeared to last longer (1-2 hours post-stimulation). In patients with Parkinson’s disease, forced lower extremity cycling exercise acutely improved cortical and subcortical activation patterns during a grip force modulation task and 8 weeks of forced lower extremity cycling intervention were also associated with chronic and lasting improvements in grip force modulation [6, 7].

The acute effects of Assisted Cycling Therapy (ACT) with the lower extremities on lower and upper post-stroke motor function have not been investigated. Trials of ACT have produced promising results in persons with Parkinson’s disease and persons with Down syndrome [8–11]. During Assisted
Cycling Therapy (ACT) an electric motor transmits torque to the pedals of a specialized stationary recumbent bicycle (Theracycle model by Exercycle) to facilitate the pedaling motion of the legs. The arms are not used in this exercise modality. The right and left pedals are interlocked and cannot be moved independently of one another. Usually, this would encourage non-symmetric use of the lower extremities as the pedal stroke of the paretic limb can be completed with the help of the momentum generated by the non-paretic limb. However, during ACT, the rider does not have to rely on the torque contribution of the non-paretic leg. Most of the torque and power output is generated by the motor and a constant cadence is maintained which promotes more symmetric kinematics across both limbs [12]. The motor maintains a pre-programmed cadence regardless of the power contribution by the cyclist. ACT at low cadences (30-50 rpm), often referred to as passive cycling, is sometimes used in the acute phase after a stroke for patients with impaired motor function and insufficient active muscular contractions in the lower extremities for aerobic exercise [12] and ACT may also benefit motor recovery during the chronic post-stroke period based on a case report [13]. However, this case report was limited to one participant and the intervention also included repetitive task practice. Thus, more evidence about the effects of ACT at faster cadences on global (upper and lower extremities) motor function during the chronic post-stroke period is needed. Promisingly, ACT at relatively fast cadences (~80 rpm) has been shown to stimulate blood flow and neural activity bilaterally in the sensorimotor cortices, premotor cortices, and supplemental motor areas to the same degree that active cycling does in persons post-stroke, with the exception of the sensorimotor cortex on the unaffected side [14].

ACT may be particularly useful for people with low cardiorespiratory fitness levels. Maximal aerobic capacities can be reduced by 50% post-stroke [15] and this may limit the ability to sustain a movement rate and duration that optimizes neuroplastic effects and motor recovery [16, 17]. For instance, voluntary cycling at 50 rpm did not increase excitability or neuroplasticity in people with chronic stroke [16]. However, a positive correlation between ACT cadences and changes in functional connectivity between the thalamus and primary motor cortex has been reported in persons with Parkinson’s disease (PD) [18]. On average, the assisted cadence was 43% faster than the voluntary cadence and there was no evidence of diminishing returns at assisted cadences up to 95 rpm in regard to functional connectivity.

Thus, ACT may be most beneficial at fast cadences (e.g., 80 rpm) as it is in line with massed practice paradigms [13, 17–22]. ACT at a fast cadence is a way to complete more repetitions in a given amount of time. This is why we examined whether cadence is predictive of changes in motor function in the current study.

In view of limited evidence to date, the primary purpose of this pilot study was to compare the acute effects of ACT, VC (voluntary cycling), and NC (no cycling) on upper and lower, paretic and nonparetic extremity motor function in people during the chronic period after stroke. Based on previous evidence of the effects of ACT on global motor function in other populations [7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 23], we hypothesized that upper and lower extremity motor function would benefit more from ACT than from VC or NC. A secondary purpose was to explore the association of intervention parameters (ratings of perceived exertion [RPE], heart rate, and cadence) and baseline motor function with the amount of change in motor function. To inform clinical practice, it is important to examine extraneous variables which can impact the therapeutic effectiveness of interventions. Sullivan and colleagues [24] found a positive dose-response relationship between exercise intensity and performance on a finger-to-nose task. We therefore used RPE and heart rate, as measures of exercise intensity and as potential predictors of changes in motor function. We hypothesized a positive relationship of RPE and heart rate during cycling with changes in upper and lower extremity motor performance. Based on previous research, we also hypothesized that cadence shares a positive relationship with changes on motor performance [18]. Lastly, we hypothesized that those with better baseline motor function will experience greater acute motor performance benefits and that they would be able to cycle at faster cadences. If both hypotheses were supported, it would indicate that those cycling at faster cadences may not experience benefits only because they cycle faster but because of their better baseline motor function.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants. Participants were recruited through newspaper ads, from outpatient rehabilitation clinics, and from stroke support groups in the Phoenix metropolitan area. Twenty-two participants completed this study (see Figure 1 for flow-diagram). Participants had suffered at least one unilateral hemorrhagic or ischemic stroke at least six months ago, had residual hemiparesis, were at least 18 years of age, were medically stable, had controlled blood pressure levels (resting blood pressure < 140/90 mmHg), scored at least 24 on the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE), and scored no higher than three on the Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS). Persons with severe aphasia that precluded comprehension and completion of tests and persons with other neurological conditions were excluded. See Table 1 for participant characteristics.

2.2. Design. This was a quasi-counterbalanced cross-over trial. Every participant completed four visits to our research laboratory spaced five to 10 days apart. The first visit consisted of the informed consent process, screening procedures, and the collection of descriptive measures. The following three visits consisted of a session of ACT, a session of VC, or a session of NC. The sequence in which participants completed these sessions was quasi-counterbalanced across participants (see Figure 1). We chose 3 sequences which would allow ACT to be first, second, and third in the sequence and as well as VC and NC to be first second and third. We felt that this degree of counterbalancing was sufficient as we assumed our participants would experience minimal carryover effects. Thus, we used 3 sequences by administering every treatment once across sequence and period. Motor function testing was completed before (i.e., pre-testing) and immediately
after each session (i.e., post-testing). Post-testing commenced within five minutes after completion of the given intervention session.

2.3. Descriptive Measures. All measures used in this study were administered face-to-face and on a one-on-one basis by a clinically trained researcher. The MMSE [25], Physical Activity Scale for Individuals with Physical Disabilities (PASIPD) [26], Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) [27], Fugl-Meyer Assessment for the lower (LEFMA) and upper extremity (UEFMA) [28], and the Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) [29] were administered according to standard procedures by a trained clinician. The LEFMA was used as a measure of baseline lower extremity motor function and the UEFMA as a measure of baseline upper extremity motor function.

Figure 1: Study flow diagram indicating inclusion, exclusion, and randomization.
The test was administered according to standard procedures box of equal size across a barrier that was 15.2 cm in height. The outcome measures of the current study easily understandable and interpretable use in research and clinical practice which makes the results of the current study clearly meaningful and relevant for both fields. The test was administered in accordance with standardized procedures [34]. It was completed in a seated position and required participants to alternately touch two red dots with the paretic leg and then with the paretic leg. The average of the first and third trials was used as the outcome measure.

2.4. Outcome Measures. Paretic and non-paretic upper extremity motor performance was assessed during pre- and post-testing with the Box and Blocks Test (BBT) [30–32]. The BBT was chosen due to its good criterion validity and its wide use in research and clinical practice which makes the results of the current study clearly understandable and interpretable [30,31]. This test required participants to move wooden cubes (16.39 cm³) from one box (25.4 cm x 25.4 cm) to another box of equal size across a barrier that was 15.2 cm in height. The test was administered according to standard procedures [33].

Lower extremity motor performance was tested with the Lower Extremity Motor Coordination (LEMOCOT) test. The test was administered in accordance with standardized procedures [34]. It was completed in a seated position and required participants to alternately touch two red dots with their big toe on a board that was placed on the floor in front of the participant. The dots were spaced 30 cm apart and arranged proximally and distally on the intersecting line of the sagittal and transverse plane in front of the participant with the proximal dot placed directly of the participant with the proximal dot placed directly in front of the person which always concluded by the researcher which always concluded by the researcher.

2.5. Interventions. All cycling sessions lasted 25 minutes and were completed on a stationary, recumbent research prototype cycle ergometer (Theracycle) that was built by the Exercycle Company (Franklin, MA). The electric motor that was built into the bicycle could turn the pedals at up to 95 rpm regardless of the power contribution by the participant. The pedals were specialized platform pedals with metal cupplings and Velcro straps that prevented the feet from slipping off the pedals in any direction. For a thorough description of the bike, see Ringenbach et al. [36, 37].

ACT sessions began with a five-minute voluntary warm-up without the help of the motor. We aimed for the target cadence to be 1.8 times greater than the average warm-up cadence as previous research with persons with DS (Down syndrome) has shown that an ACT cadence which is 80% greater than the voluntary cadence may be beneficial for motor performance and cognitive function [11, 36, 37]. However, the minimum target cadence was 80 rpm because an assisted cadence of at least 80 rpm has been shown to be beneficial for clinical, motor, and cognitive function of persons with PD [7, 23, 38, 39] and persons with DS [8, 9, 11, 36, 37]. The only previous study of ACT in single participants with stroke utilized a cadence of 80 rpm which was gradually reached after 12 sessions and a starting cadence of 70 rpm [13]. After the five-minute warm up, the motor was turned on and the cadence was set to the average of the warm-up and the target cadence for 5 minutes to allow participants to become familiar with ACT. Subsequently, the motor was programmed to maintain the target cadence for 15 minutes. If participants were uncomfortable at the prescribed target cadence, then the cadence was lowered in 5 rpm increments until the participant felt comfortable. Participants were not encouraged to pedal faster than the target cadence.

For VCS sessions, participants were instructed to complete a five-minute warm-up by cycling at their own preferred cadence and then to continue cycling for 20 minutes at their preferred cadence. The motor was not turned on and participants were not encouraged to pedal faster or slower at any point. The resistance that participants were cycling against was 0.5 kp.

During NC sessions, participants also sat on the bicycle with their feet strapped into the pedals but they did not cycle. During the 25-minute NC session, participants engaged in a conversation about their physical activity habits with the researcher which always concluded by the researcher informing the participant of the post-stroke physical activity recommendations [40].

2.6. Statistical Analyses. The outcome measures were converted into change scores by subtracting the pre-test scores from the post-test scores. Thus, a positive change score indicates an improvement. Numerous change scores were not normally distributed depending on the condition as indicated by Shapiro-Wilk tests. Therefore, all change scores were transformed as an inverse unit (1/x). First, all values were multiplied by -1 and then 1 was added to all values before inversion as there cannot be a 0 in the denominator. Once the transformation was completed the ordering of the data was identical to the original data. The transformed change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Descriptive statistics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (m/f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesion side (r/l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of stroke Ischemic (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhage (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years; mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSS (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistive device including AFOs (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphasia (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB medication (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²; mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASIPD (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFMA (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEFMA (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. AFO = ankle foot orthosis; BB = beta blocker; BDI = Beck Depression Inventory; BMI = body mass index; LEFMA = Lower Extremity Fugl-Meyer Assessment; MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination; MSS = Months Since Stroke; PASIPD = Physical Activity Scale for Individuals with Physical Disabilities; UEFMA = Upper Extremity Fugl-Meyer Assessment.
scores were normally distributed within each intervention as verified with Shapiro-Wilk tests. Linear mixed model (LMM) analyses were used to test the main effects of sequence and intervention. Tukey’s HSD post hoc analyses were used to test differences among the change scores of the three interventions. The models were computed with and without the following covariates: BDI, months since stroke, and MAS scores. In addition, LEFMA scores were entered as a covariate for the LEMOCOT change scores and UEFMA was entered for the BBT change scores. Caffeine consumption before the lab visit and months since stroke was also included as covariates. Caffeine consumption was included as a covariate because it has been shown to benefit gross motor performance and potentially impair fine motor performance [41, 42]. To test within-intervention effects, paired samples t-tests were completed with pre- and post-tests scores, separately for each intervention.

Next, linear ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models were computed to analyze the associations of RPE, percent of heart rate reserve (%HRR), cycling cadence, LEFMA, and UEFMA with change scores in motor outcome measures, in order to examine the effects of rate of movement, exercise intensity, and baseline motor function on the degree of change in motor measures. These linear trends were analyzed separately for each intervention. All β values listed are unstandardized. We also computed Pearson r correlation coefficients between LEFMA scores and ACT and VC cadences to assess the relationship between baseline motor function and cycling cadence. Analyses were completed with SPSS v. 22. Two-tailed type I error probability was set at α = 0.05.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Treatment Fidelity. No adverse events occurred during or as a result of the interventions. All 22 participants completed all three intervention sessions and no session was terminated prematurely. Intervention parameters are summarized in Table 2. The mean ACT cadence was 83.8 ± 23.9% (mean ± SD) faster than the voluntary warm-up cadence. However, three participants were not comfortable cycling the minimum prescribed 80 rpm. Their maximum cadences during ACT were 66 rpm, 70 rpm, and 74 rpm, which was still at least 73% faster than their VC cadence. The mean VC cadence was significantly slower than the mean ACT cadence, but the heart rates did not differ between ACT and VC (see Table 2).

#### 3.2. Main and Intervention Effects. The LMM results did not differ whether covariates were included or not, and none of the covariates were significant. Thus, we are only reporting the statistics from the models without covariates. There was no main effect of sequence indicating that there were no carryover effects. Analyses yielded a significant intervention effect for the LEMOCOT on the paretic side (F(2,41) = 3.74; p = 0.036) and the non-paretic side (F(2,41) = 16.42; p < 0.001) and for the BBT on the non-paretic side (F(2,41) = 11.13; p < 0.001). The post hoc analyses showed that the change score for the LEMOCOT on the paretic side was greater for ACT compared to NC, but VC did not differ significantly from ACT or NC. Changes score for the LEMOCOT on the non-paretic side were greater for ACT and VC compared to NC. Finally, changes score for the BBT on the non-paretic side were greater for ACT and VC compared to NC (see Table 3). For each test (LEMOCOT and BBT), there were six participants who could not complete a single successful toe-touch or block transfer during pre- and post-testing. Thus, their pre- and post-test scores were zero for those tests. We eliminated the data of these participants and reran the LMM, post hoc, and paired samples t-test analyses. The results did not change: there were significant intervention effects for LEMOCOT-P (F(2,29) = 4.17; p = 0.026), LEMOCOT-NP (F(2,29) = 16.08; p < 0.001), and BBT-NP (F(2,29) = 7.64; p = 0.002), but not for BBT-P (F(2,29) = 0.87; p = 0.430). For the sake of brevity, we will not list the post hoc and paired-sample t-test results here, as they were identical to the post hoc and paired-sample t-test results from the full data set. Pre- and posttest means and standard deviations for each test by intervention as well as paired sample t-test results are listed in Table 3.

#### 3.3. Trend Analyses. The trend analyses indicated the following for the ACT intervention. A negative linear trend was found for RPE and BBT-NP change scores (F(1,19) = 6.01; p < 0.05; R² = 0.23; β = -0.91). A positive linear trend was found for cadence and LEMOCOT-P (F(1,19) = 10.54; p < 0.05; R² = 0.36; β = 0.19) as well as BBT-P (F(1,19) = 5.91; p < 0.05; R² = 0.16; β = 0.16). Regarding the VC intervention, the trend analyses revealed a negative linear association between RPE and LEMOCOT-P (F(1,19) = 5.66; p < 0.05; R² = 0.26; β = -0.30) and a positive linear association for cadence and LEMOCOT-P (F(1,19) = 16.02; p < 0.001; R² = 0.45; β = 0.16) and for cadence and LEMOCOT-NP (F(1,19) = 4.64; p < 0.05; R² = 0.17; β = 0.16). See Figure 2 for the plots of the significant

---

### Table 2: Mean differences in RPE, HR, %HRR, and CAD across interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>VC</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Post-hoc comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPE</td>
<td>11.9 ± 2.0</td>
<td>11.2 ± 1.7</td>
<td>7.5 ± 1.3</td>
<td>F(2,64) = 46.24</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>90.3 ± 17.5</td>
<td>92.3 ± 21.3</td>
<td>74.3 ± 15.0</td>
<td>F(2,64) = 6.79</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HRR</td>
<td>27.8 ± 17.3</td>
<td>31.8 ± 25.2</td>
<td>4.8 ± 2.5</td>
<td>F(2,64) = 14.77</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>79.5 ± 8.5</td>
<td>51.5 ± 13.7</td>
<td>t(21) = 13.96</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>ACT &gt; VC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. %HRR = percentage of heart rate reserve; ACT = Assisted Cycling Therapy; CAD = cadence; HR = heart rate; NC = no cycling; RPE = rating of perceived exertion; VC = voluntary cycling.

Values are expressed as mean ± SD.
Table 3: Means ± standard deviation for pre- and post-tests in each intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>VC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pre</td>
<td>post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMOCOT-P</td>
<td>16.47 ± 15.86</td>
<td>18.64 ± 17.11**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMOCOT-NP</td>
<td>45.61 ± 11.53</td>
<td>50.70 ± 11.72*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBT-P</td>
<td>16.77 ± 20.79</td>
<td>18.32 ± 22.34*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBT-NP</td>
<td>56.68 ± 10.14</td>
<td>60.41 ± 10.62**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ACT = Assisted Cycling Therapy; BBT-NP (Box and Blocks Test-non- paretic): number of successfully transported blocks in minute with the non-paretic arm; BBT-P (Box and Blocks Test-paretic): number of successfully transported blocks in 1 minute with the paretic arm; LEMOCOT-NP (Lower Extremity Motor Coordination Test- non-paretic): mean number of successful toe-touches in 20 seconds with the non-paretic leg; LEMOCOT-P (Lower Extremity Motor Coordination Test-paretic): mean number of successful toe-touches in 20 seconds with the paretic leg.

Differences between pre- and posttest means were tested with paired samples t-tests (df = 21): *p < 0.05, **p < 0.001.

Figure 2: Significant positive linear trends (p < 0.05) between (a) BBT-P delta scores and cadence during ACT; (b) LEMOCOT-P delta scores and cadence during ACT; (c) LEMOCOT-NP delta scores and cadence during VC; (d) LEMOCOT-P delta scores and cadence during VC.

Note: A positive delta score indicates improvement. The average ACT cadence is a weighted average of the first 5 minutes at a lower ACT cadence and the following 15 minutes at the ACT target cadence. ACT = Assisted Cycling Therapy; BBT-NP = Box and Blocks Test-non-parietic; BBT-P = Box and Blocks Test-paretic; LEMOCOT-NP = Lower Extremity Motor Coordination Test- non-parietic; LEMOCOT-P = Lower Extremity Motor Coordination Test-parietic; VC = voluntary cycling.

No significant trend was found for %HRR during ACT or VC and motor measures. No significant trend was found for LEFMA scores and LEMOCOT-P change scores for ACT or VC. A positive linear trend emerged for UEFMA scores and BBT-P change scores for both ACT (F(1,19) = 6.96; p < 0.05; R² = 0.26; β = 0.07) and VC (F(1,19) = 5.37; p < 0.05; R² = 0.20; β = 0.08). LEFMA scores did not correlate significantly with VC cadences (r = 0.293; p = 0.175) or ACT cadences (r = 0.126; p = 0.575).
4. Discussion

4.1. Intervention Characteristics and Main Effects of the Interventions. The mean ACT cadence was 79.5 rpm and the mean VC cadence was 51.5. Heart rates, %HRR, and RPE did not differ between ACT and VC, but these measures were significantly lower during NC (see Table 2). Thus, the only apparent difference between ACT and VC was the rate of movement whereas the cardiorespiratory and perceived exercise intensities did not differ.

The results only partially support our hypothesis of greater increases in BBT and LEMOCOT scores following ACT compared to VC or NC. The main intervention effects indicated a significant difference between the interventions for all assessments except for the BBT-P. The post hoc analyses did not indicate a difference in lower or upper extremity paretic or non-paretic motor performance between ACT and VC. However, the change scores for ACT and VC were typically greater than the change scores for NC, with the exception that the change scores between VC and NC did not differ for the LEMOCOT-P. Within-intervention analyses indicated a significant positive effect of ACT on all assessments. The only other significant pre- to posttest improvements were found for VC on the non-paretic lower-extremity (LEMOCOT-NP) and NC on the non-paretic upper extremity (BBT-NP). Thus, our results seem to show more salient effects of ACT compared to VC or NC on upper and lower extremity non-paretic and paretic motor performance. The improvement in function of the paretic upper extremity following lower extremity exercise is consistent with other work [43].

Other studies have also found ACT to be more effective than VC in regard to the motor control of persons with PD [7, 23, 38, 39] or persons with DS [8, 9, 11, 36, 37]. It should be noted that heart rates do not differ between ACT and VC regardless of study, including this one. It has been hypothesized that the benefits of ACT stem from the faster than voluntary cycling cadence and associated augmented afferent corticospinal stimulation rather than the cardiovascular stress or arousal [7, 17, 18, 23, 44, 45]. It is also plausible that the greater number of revolutions during ACT created a practice effect that could in part be responsible for the observed changes [21, 22].

4.2. Relationships between Intervention Parameters and Acute Response. The results of the present study partially support our hypothesis of the positive relationships between cadence and motor performance. We found positive linear relationships between the ACT cadence and changes in the paretic lower and upper extremity motor performance. We also found a positive relationship between the VC cadence and changes in paretic and non-paretic lower extremity performance. However, it appears that cadences close to or over 80 rpm are necessary for changes in paretic upper extremity motor performance to occur. This is consistent with the lack of effect of cycling at 50 rpm on post-stroke motor cortex excitability and neuroplasticity [16]. The relationship of ACT but not VC cadence with paretic upper extremity performance indicates that faster than voluntary cadences may be necessary for benefits in non-task specific or global motor performance changes.

Contrary to our hypothesis, a significant negative linear association was present between RPE and change in BBT-NP for the ACT intervention and between RPE and change in LEMOCOT-P for the VC intervention. These trends indicate that higher levels of perceived exertion may not be beneficial for acute motor performance changes. This is in accordance with a negative relationship between perception of effort and central motor drive in persons with chronic fatigue syndrome [46]. Relatively high RPE during exercise can lead to central fatigue [47–50] which in turn may have compromised cortical and sub-cortical output [46, 51]. Locomotor activities are thought to tax a large portion of the computational capacity of reticular formations, subcortical, and cortical areas [47]. This demand could be exacerbated in persons with stroke-induced hemiparesis because of difficulties with paretic extremity control [50].

The hypothesis of positive associations between baseline motor function and degree of change in motor performance is only partially supported. We found no relationships between baseline lower extremity function and changes in upper extremity motor performance following ACT or VC. But, we did find positive linear trends between baseline upper extremity motor function and changes in upper extremity motor performance. Thus, the changes in lower extremity motor performance are more likely attributable to the rate of movement during cycling rather than lower extremity motor function. This is supported by the lack of correlation of baseline lower extremity motor function with ACT or VC cycling cadences. This latter finding was contrary to our hypothesis of a positive relationship between baseline motor function and cycling cadence.

We found significant improvements in motor performance of the paretic upper extremity following ACT. As mentioned, these improvements are positively related to the ACT cycling cadence and they are positively related to the baseline upper extremity motor function. However, there is no theoretical basis for a relationship between baseline upper extremity motor function and lower extremity cycling cadence. Thus, ACT cycling cadence and baseline upper extremity motor function may have contributed independently to the observed improvements in upper extremity motor performance. The assumptions of a mediating role of cycling cadence between baseline upper extremity motor function and post-exercises changes in upper extremity motor performance are violated. The violation of a mediation is due to the lack of relationship, either theoretical or statistical, between the independent variable (baseline upper or lower motor function, respectively) and the mediating variable (cycling cadence). Thus, baseline upper extremity motor function and cycling cadence likely exerted independent effects on acute changes in motor performance. The influence of baseline upper extremity motor function on changes in upper extremity motor performance following cycling also appeared in the VC intervention, where baseline UEFMA and change in BBT-P shared a positive trend. However, the change in BBT-P following VC was not significant which again indicates that the VC cadences were overall not sufficient
to elicit a positive change in motor performance. However, the influence of baseline motor function on changes in upper and lower extremity motor performance appears to be limited because the UEFMA and LEMFA scores were entered as covariates in the LMM (main effects) analyses but they did not explain a significant amount of variance in the LEMOCOT and BBT change scores, respectively.

It is important to point out that the observed trends between cadence and motor performance changes as well as RPE and motor performance do not represent dose-response relationships, as the dose was not manipulated but rather selected based on participant characteristics, such as tolerance, and then held constant. Thus, the cycling cadences during ACT were influenced by the participants' preferences. The question of whether forcing a faster ACT or VC cadence on the participants would have conferred greater benefit remains to be answered. It appears that ACT may be more effective than VC in increasing motor performance acutely but maybe this is only the case as long as the ACT cadence does not exceed a certain tolerance limit. The results of our study seem to imply that ACT cadence shares a positive relationship with acute changes in motor performance, as long as the ACT cadence is influenced by the voluntary cycling cadence and does not exceed a certain comfort level. Future research needs to investigate whether an "involuntary" increase in ACT cadence increases the acute benefits for those who would otherwise cycle too slowly to experience positive performance changes.

4.3. Limitations. The BBT and LEMOCOT tests both suffered from a floor effect. For each test there were six participants who could not complete even one successful block transfer or toe touch with the paretic limb either on the pre- or posttest. Thus, these tests may have been unable to detect changes in participants with very poor motor function. Tests that can detect very small changes, such as range of motion tests, should be incorporated in future studies. However, the significant pre- to post-changes speak for the efficacy of the intervention despite six participants who experienced no detectable change.

4.4. Conclusion. ACT was feasible and safe for all of our participants and the mean heart rates stayed around 90 bpm. Thus, ACT may not be overly fatiguing and allow for occupational and physical therapy sessions to take place afterwards. However, other measures of stress and exertion should be monitored (e.g., RPE) because they may be associated with negative effects on motor performance. It does appear that faster cadences are associated with greater acute motor performance benefits and ACT seems to be an effective way of accomplishing relatively high cadences without vigorous exertion. The cadences achieved during VC were about 28 rpm lower at similar heart rates and RPE values.

ACT and VC resulted in similar acute increases in motor performance, although the changes appear a little larger following ACT. The acute benefits in motor performance following ACT with the lower extremities appear to be global as the upper extremities also benefited even though they were not involved in the exercise.

Future studies should investigate whether ACT at fast cycling cadences increases motor cortex excitability similarly to transcranial magnetic stimulation and whether ipsilesional or contralesional excitability is associated with improvement in motor performance on the paretic side. It should also be investigated whether cortical excitability and changes in motor performance are associated with power output by the paretic and non-paretic leg. This could be measured via force plates in the pedals or bilateral power meters. To shed more light on interindividual variability of motor recovery in response to ACT or VC, future research should investigate the effect of leg cycling on contralateral sensorimotor cortex activation. The degree of activity of the contralateral sensorimotor cortex in response to passive movement may be predictive of motor recovery [52].
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